ABSTRACT Coakley et al. described how they developed Version Aware Word Documents, which is an enhanced document representation that includes a detailed version history that is self-contained and portable. However, they were not able to adopt the unique-ID-based techniques that have been shown to support e cient merging and di erencing algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Collaborative writing is commonly used in organizations. e process of creating a document by multiple people can be challenging when working with complex and detailed documents. A version control system provides a set of methods that allow groups to achieve an organized and productive collaboration. Two of its main functions are to allow users to maintain a history of changes to the document and to merge changes made in parallel by di erent authors.
Sophisticated Version Control Systems (VCSs) usually require access to a central repository to store and manipulate version data. Experience has shown that such VCSs o en require a technical user base. In contrast, the user base for o ce documents is typically non-technical and nds it di cult to work with a repository. us, developing a sophisticated o ine VCS is a necessary task.
ao and Munson showed that high quality merging is possible when unique element IDs are stored inside XML documents [7] . In order to support their approach, we are introducing a novel way to preserve IDs in Word documents. is allows us to provide a Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. DocEng '17, September [4] [5] [6] [7] 2017 
BACKGROUND
is research is a continuation of a line of research on versioning of o ce documents. ao and Munson [7] initially presented an e cient three-way merging algorithm for XML documents that relies on the document elements having unique IDs. Later, they described the Version-Aware XML Document format [8] , which stores the full version history of the document in a preamble of the document le and also relies on the unique ID approach for version di erencing and merging. Version Aware documents can be stored o ine, outside a repository, while maintaining the same kind of versioning history and supporting the same operations.
It is reasonable to ask whether one can expect XML-based applications to maintain unique IDs on their document elements. Pandey and Munson [6] addressed this question by showing that the LibreO ce Writer application could be modi ed to support unique IDs with only small changes to the application source code. Coakley et al. [4] tried to bring the version-aware approach to MS Word documents by implementing a version-aware plug-in. However, they were unable nd a way to use the unique ID approach and instead adopted matching techniques similar to those of Lindholm's 3dm system [5] . Furthermore, they had to store their versioning information in separate XML les within the larger zip le used by MS Word. e problem with matching techniques is that they are slower and less correct than the unique ID approach.
MS Word itself supports version control through two main features. "Track Changes" keeps a detailed history of changes made to the document, even if made by multiple users. A user trying to create a nal version of the document can choose to accept or reject each of the changes. e "Compare" feature is used when authors have been making changes in parallel to the same document. It allows the di erences in the two parallel versions to be compared and also supports merging of the two versions. A key limitation of MS Word is that it does not maintain a full version history graph. Instead, it only has the notion of an original accepted version and of a current version produced by the users' changes.
In this application note, we extend the work of Coakley et al. to provide be er Version Aware Word Documents. We propose a structure where we add unique IDs to Microso Word XML documents relying only on XML elements and a ributes provided by the Microso Word architecture and its O ce Open XML le format (OOXML) [3] . is allows our system to use the XML di erencing and merging algorithms of ao and Munson [7] , which have be er performance than Coakley's matching techniques. Also, our version history information can be embedded directly in the document <w : p w : r s i d R = " 0 0 1 1 5 6 9 B " w : r s i d R D e f a u l t = " 0 0 1 1 5 6 9 B " w : r s i d P = " 00 E200CD "> <w : pPr> <w : p S t y l e w : v a l = " T a b l e C o n t e n t s " /> <w : s n a p T o G r i d w : v a l = " 0 " /> +<w : r P r> </w : pPr> <w : r> +<w : r P r> <w : t> B r a z i l</w : t> </w : r> </w : p> Figure 1 : XML listing for a paragraph structure content le (document.xml), which has the potential to simplify document security measures.
OOXML [2] speci es the format of MS O ce les, such as the "docx" les of MS Word. A docx le is actually a zipped folder containing les and further subfolders. One of the most important of those les is "document.xml" which speci es the document structure and its textual content. Non-text content is generally stored in other les or subfolders and linked to document.xml by an indirect reference scheme.
In the next two sections of this application note, we describe how we successfully a ach unique IDs to the important paragraph and table structures of OOXML. e following section describes the challenges we face with images because of details of the indirect referencing system. e nal section is our conclusion.
PARAGRAPHS
e paragraph is the main block-level content element in an OOXML word processing document. In OOXML terms, block-level means a unit of content that starts on a new line. e paragraph element is used to represent many document elements that other document formats (e.g. HTML) represent with distinct elements, such as lists, list items, quotations, etc. Each paragraph element ¡w:p¿ can contain a single paragraph properties element ¡w:pPr¿ and one or more run ¡w:r¿ elements. A run element generally de nes a non-block area of text that shares a common set of forma ing properties, though it can also contain non-text elements like images, drawings and special characters. MS Word uses run elements to represent many types of inline forma ing features for which other formats have distinct elements. Each run element contains a single run properties element ¡w:rPr¿ and may contain a single content element, which is most commonly text ¡w:t¿ [2] . e OOXML code for a simple paragraph is shown in Figure 1 .
RSID (Revision Save ID) a ributes are important for our application. RSIDs a ributes were introduced in 2003 to allow applications to merge two versions of the same document that have been edited in parallel [1] . Each time a document is opened, edited, and saved, a random RSID value is generated for the editing session and certain changed elements (mostly the block elements, such as paragraphs) are marked with this session RSID. e ID values are 32-bit unsigned hexadecimal integers. us, RSIDs allow you to see what was done in a single session and most documents have multiple elements with the same RSID value. ere are multiple RSID a ributes and, as far as we can tell, their di erences are not well-documented. B " > <w : pPr > <w : p S t y l e w : v a l = " T a b l e C o n t e n t s " /> <w : s n a p T o G r i d w : v a l = " 0 " /> +<w : r P r> </w : pPr> <w : r w : r s i d R P r = " 6CA63AA1 "> +<w : r P r> <w : t> B r a z i l</w : t> </w : r> </w : p> Figure 2 : XML listing for a paragraph in our application w:rsidRDefault, and w:rsidP. We use the w:rsidR a ribute, because our study of MS Word's behavior leads us to believe that this is the primary RSID a ribute.
e Version Aware Document approach works best if each versioned element has a unique ID within the document. In fact, the di erencing and merging algorithms do not pay a ention to element type and use only the IDs. So, we take two steps to support those algorithms. First, we "hijack" the RSID system in order to record partial UIDs on certain elements. Second, we develop a process for de ning versioning IDs (VIDs) for all elements, based on the explicitly recorded RSIDs. It is the VIDs that are used in the merging algorithm, while only the RSIDs appear in the document.xml le.
We modify the document.xml le by giving each paragraph ¡w:p¿ element a unique rsidR value. So, even if a set of edits were made in the same session, each edited paragraph will have a distinct RSID. (Obviously, this will defeat the MS Word "combine documents" feature.) Furthermore, we use another RSID a ribute, "w:rsidRPr" to give each run ¡w:r¿ element a unique RSID value. is allows us to distinguish the multiple runs in a paragraph from each other. Figure 2 shows the XML for the content shown in Figure 1 a er we modify it so that the paragraphs have distinct w:rsidR values and the run has gained a w:rsidRPr value.
A VID is a unique ID for all elements within a paragraph, including elements like paragraph properties ¡w:pPr¿ and text ¡w:t¿. e value of a VID is a 64-bit unsigned hexadecimal integer. For elements that have an explicit RSID a ribute value (either w:p or w:r), the VID is the RSID value concatenated with #00000000. All other elements in a paragraph will be children of an element with an RSID value. e VID for these elements will be the RSID value of the parent concatenated with the cryptographic hash of the element's name (as a 32-bit unsigned hexadecimal integer). is rather odd tactic works because all elements that appear in the paragraph structure, other than the run ¡w:r¿ element, can only appear a single time within their parents.
TABLES
Tables are also a widely used feature of word processing documents and they presented challenges for de ning IDs that required us to be creative. e main components of a Table, showed in Figure 3 , are the tags: for table. is table has 3 rows, but the listing has only expanded the rst paragraphs, but while it is rare, the table structure can be recursive with a cell element holding another table in addition to one or more paragraphs.
e way we assign IDs in the table XML structure is the following:
• To identify the table in our application. is table  has 3 rows, but the listing has only expanded the rst
• Unfortunately, table cells also do not support the RSID a ribute, but we need to compute a unique VID for each cell. However, we noted that every table cell contains a paragraph, even though the paragraph might be empty. So, we create a VID for each cell by computing the hash of w:tc element name and concatenating it with the RSID of the cell's rst paragraph.
• For the table column property elements, the VID is the concatenation of the RSID from the cell's rst paragraph with the hash of the property's element name.
EXTERNAL OBJECTS
One challenge that we still face involves external objects that are stored outside the main XML document le. External objects are non-textual media (images, video, animation) that Word includes as external references. As was mentioned in the introduction, MS Word docx les are actually zipped folders containing les and further subfolders. Figure 5 illustrates the structure of a docx le. For the current discussion, there are three important elements of the zipped structure, all of which are in the "word" folder:
• e "document.xml" le is the main XML content le and essentially stores the structure and textual content of the document. External media elements, such as images, are speci ed in document.xml using abstract reference values, like "rId3" and "rId7".
• e "media" subfolder holds media elements like images that are included by indirect reference in the document.xml le. • e _rels/document.xml.rels le encode the relationships between the abstract reference values and the names of les in the media folder.
Our current implementation focuses entirely on the document.xml le and ignores the media folder. Some of our future work will be to extend our processing to include these media elements, as well as the styles.xml le, which encodes named styles and is also outside our application's current scope.
IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
We have implemented an MS Word plug-in that supports the ID features for paragraphs and tables described in Sections 3 and 4. We have tested the implementation su ciently to be con dent that the IDs are persistent through a load-edit-save cycle. at is, if an element has an associated RSID value at load time, the value will be found on that element in the saved le in these circumstances:
• e element was not changed during editing; • e element's internal content was changed; • e element was cut and then pasted in a new location;
If the entire element is deleted, then the ID will disappear from the le. Based on these guarantees, our plug-in is able to perform three-way merges of document versions on separate branches of the version tree, using the e cient algorithm described by ao and Munson [7] .
CONCLUSION
We have been able to provide improved Version Aware Word Documents by extending the work of Coakley et al. [4] . By developing strategies to de ne Versioning IDs for all document elements, we have made it possible to use the XML di erencing and merging algorithms developed by ao and Munson [7] . is required identifying OOXML structures, the RSID a ributes, that we could take over in order to record partial IDs on important elements. en, to create fully usable VIDs, we de ned rules by which they could be reliably created, based on the RSID values recorded in the XML le. We can be con dent that these changes improve on the original work because the ID-based three-way merging algorithms are faster and more accurate than the matching-based approach used by Coakley et al..
We showed that is possible to create a structure where we can rely only on the XML elements in the Microso Word XML architecture.
us, other solutions can use the same idea to rely only on the Word XML document instead of trying to embed extra XML les in the docx structure. We also note that the entire e ort would be simpli ed if Word (and other similar applications) would provide an a ribute on all elements that could be used as a unique ID.
